
Uncompromising Reliability
 Unbelievable Ride



Ultimate Curb Appeal,  
Unparalleled Quality

After 80+ years of earning a reputation for workhorse reliability as a leading designer  
and manufacturer of motor coaches, the road ahead might have seemed pretty predictable.  
But rather than resting on our accomplishments, we decided to make our best-selling  
J4500 even better. The MCI® J4500 is mechanically improved, aesthetically redesigned,  
and will perfectly fit into your existing fleet.
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Driving Heritage 
We’re proud of what we’ve built. Proud of our engineers who are 

driven to create the most reliable coaches, of our safety record, 

and of the trust that customers, drivers and passengers place  

in us every day. We’re also proud of where we’re going. 

The next generation of our coaches is a testament to our  

world-class manufacturing processes, our quality suppliers and  

our culture of reliability. With improvements including tighter 

turning, better handling IFS (Independent Front Suspension), 

easier to service brakes with more progressive automotive feel, 

sturdier, more corrosion-resistant components, lower operating 

costs, better fuel efficiency, more impactful curb appeal and  

a comprehensive warranty including our Super 60 five-year 

warranty, it’s clear that our past is pointing toward our future.

Inventory Support 
We made significant investments in our inventory stock to ensure 

that the most critical parts are on-hand and quickly delivered. 

In addition, MCI’s Coach Critical Parts Program elevates our 

best-in-class parts availability to new levels to keep your coaches 

rolling. Please turn to Page 18 to learn more.

Customer First 
We listen to our customers and deliver what they need. 

Customers need their vehicles to be workhorses. It was that 

way back when MCI founder Harry Zoltok designed his original 

11-passenger motor coach and it’s still that way today.

Our commitment to customer service and our establishment  

of long-term relationships has made the MCI® J4500 the best-

selling coach for 10+ consecutive years.
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 Rugged, Good Looks
Reliable Design 
We believe our coaches must be dependable as well as technologically and aesthetically well designed.  

There is an artful balance of design and functionality in elements like our spiral stepwells. Examine  

the semi-monocoque construction and you’ll understand why the J4500 is the industry’s leading coach. 

Three reasons that keep us ahead of the competition:

1 A strong, full stainless steel frame that resists the elements and provides dependable  

long-term structural integrity – now with more stainless componentry and overall reduced  

parts count for simplicity. 

2 Single-piece, thick-walled stainless steel tubing in critical areas such as our window posts.

3  Electrical systems that are military spec and simplified, using less wiring and fewer modules. 

For durability and environmental protection, we seal the compartments and connectors. 

Moreover, MCI’s harnesses feature appropriate strain relief, and we utilize common modules, 

which limit the use of relays. 
 

These are just a few of the ways that MCI is Reliability Driven™. 

 
Reliable Manufacturing 
MCI operates a quality management system which complies with the requirements of ISO 9001:2008. Our 

company-wide Quality at the Source (QAS) philosophy focuses on continuous improvement and includes 

teams of executives, engineers and plant employees tasked with determining the processes to boost 

quality, increase uptime, lower maintenance costs and lengthen revenue life. To that end, we upgraded  

our tag axle unload valves and improved the rotary main-power disconnect switch. This improved reliability 

and simplified coach power-down procedures. We added brushless HVAC motors; improved the compressor 

belt roller to increase belt life and reduce vibration; used an American-made brushless alternator to provide  

a long-life power supply; and significantly upgraded brushless evaporator and condenser motors for up to  

10 years of maintenance-free operation.

We gave our team of engineers and field experts another mission as well: to better understand and combat 

chemicals used on the roads today. As a result, we added corrosion-resistant e-coatings to the radiator, 

charge air cooler and condenser, incorporated stainless steel coolant pipes and fully coated our air tanks  

for extra protection from debris and corrosives.
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Expert Engineering

Superior Braking

Quality Components



Reliably Driven,  
Proven Results

MCI is focused on building the  
best coaches in the industry.
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Optimized Economy
As a coach operator, you know that every detail 

can make a difference in your operating margins. 

That’s why you need to know that the redesigned 

J4500 is a vehicle of optimized economy.

A comprehensive independent study at Bosch 

Proving Grounds showed an average of 8.6 MPG 

at 65 MPH. In addition, we had a proven 6.6% 

advantage over a close competior, resulting in 

significant operator saving over the life of the coach.

(The chart below shows MCI test results at various speeds)

The MCI® J4500 comes equipped with a   

standard Cummins engine or optional Detroit 

Diesel engine, along with a lighter high-efficiency 

cooling system and optimized axle ratios to 

improve efficiency. This low-emission solution 

helps operators make a green impression and 

sound green investment.



Reliable Safety
Driver and passenger safety is always a priority, and our standard is keeping MCI coaches among the safest 

vehicles on the road. It’s good to know that we work hand-in-hand with suppliers and leading transportation 

institutes to ensure that our coaches are safe, rugged and dependable. MCI’s J4500 employs a substantial 

front structure that features energy-absorbing crumple zones. The J4500’s driver’s area has the industry’s 

highest position to maximize driver visibility. Our windows are laminated tinted glass with dual-latching 

emergency windows for comfort and safety.

Choose Your Interior  
The seating and track system of the J4500 includes the features and performance you’ve come to expect 

from MCI. When purchasing a J4500, you can choose from a wide range of high-back and headrest  

seat options with three-point seatbelts that conform to the highest anticipated standards in the industry. 

Plus, you will enjoy numerous choices of fabrics, materials and finishes to express your company’s brand.

For flexibility, we installed a seat track system with infinite adjustability – all meeting potential FMVSS 

210-standard requirements. In fact, our J4500s have been meeting this standard since 2001.

 
Expect Safety and Control  
Every J4500 is delivered with Electronic Stability Program (ESP) to improve vehicle control. The newest 

complement to the Bendix® ESP is the ability to intervene when critical lateral acceleration is detected, 

reducing engine torque, and if needed applies appropriate pressure to the brake system. The system 

further assists by determining the level of engine and brake adjustments needed to minimize rollover 

risk. In addition, the system detects if the vehicle’s direction deviates from the steering input due to road 

conditions or if the driver veers erratically from a desired path. ESP reacts to input from steer and yaw 

angle sensing. If the coach exceeds directional stability limits, engine torque is reduced and pressure 

is applied to individual brakes as needed to counteract directional instabilities.  Our newest option from 

Bendix is  WingmanTM, which offers adaptive cruise control and collision mitigation functionality to provide 

additional active safety benefits. Combine this with our tight turning, stable handling IFS system and 

we’ve take vehicle control to unprecedented levels.
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Protect Your Investment   
The J4500’s SmartWave® tire-pressure monitoring not only alerts you if there is a tire pressure issue, it also 

compensates for temperature, so you’ll always be able to keep tires at optimal inflation for economy and 

safety. In addition, MCI’s updated Amerex fire-suppression system has added features to combat thermal 

events, to further protect your coach investment.  

Added Safety   
MCI offers new Digital Wheel End Shutdown programming (DWES), a unique feature on the MCI® J4500. 

This ensures that coach systems initiate shutdowns when faults are detected on individual wheel ends.  

Better Visibility  
MCI’s J4500 is equipped with low speed docking lights (optional) and cornering lights which work in 

conjunction to improve side-of-vehicle visibility when driving and loading. New optional LED high/low 

beams, along with custom amber DRL/turn signals also improve visibility.

Better Perspectives     
The J4500 design incorporates several strategically placed rear back-up and side-view cameras   

(optional) to improve driver awareness, enhance safety and protect your investment. 

Reliable Handling
From the structural integrity of the frame to the wide range of handling and performance features,  

MCI’s J4500 is the reliably safe coach that’s the right choice for your fleet. 

Smooth Ride 
MCI J4500’s wide-ride suspension, now with IFS, is supported by Sachs shock absorbers, offering  

a super smooth ride that drivers and passengers appreciate, while providing operating cost improvement.

Improved Maneuverability 
The redesigned J4500 offers standard passive rear steering to provide the type of extra maneuverability 

needed for tight turns through city streets and winding hills. 

In addition to tighter turns, MCI has added MDSS (MCI Dynamic Suspension System) to better aid coach  

control. This rugged system allows full high and low ride in both the front and rear to better clear obstacles. 

In addition, advanced load balancing both improves traction and provides a more level ride on the road.
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Drivers’ Choice
To deliver a positive and safe experience, drivers need to believe and feel that their coach is easy 
to use and handles well on the road. That’s why we’ve improved MCI’s J4500 for simpler, more 
pleasurable operation.

Drivers will enjoy the variety of interior features including the industry’s highest seating platform 
for greatest visibility and the comfort of an additional two inches of legroom, plus the safety of 
three-point seatbelts. The new ergonomically designed dashboard sweeps around, keeping controls 
and switches within reach. Safe, secure, comfortable and in control – drivers will appreciate the  
long highway or short city rides.

Drivers will also value features on the outside of the coach. We added a spare-tire roller for easier 
access in emergency situations; baggage bay LED lighting; and “Yo” lights with controls integrated 
into the steering wheel for courtesy communications with passing vehicles. The new J4500 also 
features an automated light test-check accessible from the driver’s dash to assist with required  
pre-trip equipment inspections. A new standard power curbside window blind allows drivers to  
focus on the road.

Now, more than ever, the driver will appreciate the tight turning, stable and smooth riding IFS. The  
car-like brake feel and powerful stopping ability will quickly be appreciated as a true driver coach.
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Inner Beauty
We designed the MCI® J4500 interior to impress passengers from the moment they set foot inside 

the cabin. Passengers enter MCI’s J4500 via MCI’s patented spiral stairway. They are elegantly 

guided into our limousine-style interiors, and tiered theatre seating provides everyone with a prime 

view through expansive, scenery-sized, tinted windows. Once seated, passengers will encounter 

additional legroom afforded by our large interior floor space, making trips enjoyable and relaxing. 

Your customers will also appreciate a wide variety of other features including LED lighted interiors, 

creating a sense of drama and elegance. In-coach communications are improved with an optional 

enhanced audio system with more power, more speakers for improved audio and standard widescreen 

High-Definition monitors. All features that will further enhance your J4500’s luxury positioning. 

Customize the interior to match your company’s brand. Design-forward fabrics and trim include 

supple yet durable leather offerings. Select flooring in wood or unique complementary colors and 

patterns, which are elegant and easy to maintain. For the personal touch, add optional 110-volt 

outlets at every seat, allowing passengers the convenience of charging electronic components  

from computers, to iPhones and iPads.

An interior designed for beauty:

 1 Full fabric luxury interior  
with custom trim available

 2 NEW! 15” wide-screen HD  
monitors with new A/V system 

 3 One-piece handrails

 4 LED lighting

 5 Best-in-class parcel rack space

 6                                   Adjustable passenger    
                                  modules now with 
                                  LED integrated                                     
                                  seatbelt signs

  7 MCI exclusive, theatre-style tiered 
seating in the first three rows provides 
exceptional passenger views

 8 Integrated center aisle ramp  
improves ease of entry and exit

 9 NEW! Optional removable return  
air ducts for easy cleaning

10 NEW! FMVSS 210 compliant seats  
with three-point seatbelts available  
with or without integrated headrests

11 An optional new 
media panel, 
developed for  
easy tour guide 
access, allows  
USB charging  
and Audio & VGA 
input to play 
computer content 
over the monitors. 

12 NEW! Parcel racks provide ample storage, 
while improving interior spaciousness.
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What’s New  
on the J4500? 
We know customers want improvement but also need consistency in their fleet. We deliver both 
in the new J4500. We made changes that were driven by technology, economy and aesthetics. 
These were significant improvements, all in line with our Reliability Driven™ philosophy, making 
your new motor coach a wise investment. And staying in line with our customer-first focus, we 
made sure this new J4500 fits seamlessly into your existing fleet.
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6 Key Systems that are now 
New and Improved for 2014 
 
ZF Independent Suspension System with IFS 
•  Tigher turning including standard passive rear steer
• Proven, made-in-the-USA components
•  Improved serviceability and reduced parts
• Smoother quiet ride with improved stability, bump isolation
• Overall system yields 700 lb payload increase

Bendix® ABD 22X™ Brakes
• Improved braking
• Car-like pedal feel
• Improved serviceability
• Common brake rotors
• Break wear indicator

Air System
• Fewer connections, improved reliability
• More efficient, faster rise times
• Now front and rear high ride with MDSS 
• Lower kneeling and faster recovery   

 1 New ergonomic cockpit, which keeps 
switches within reach and provides 
more gauge visibility 

 2 New driver seat with 3-point seatbelt 
improves driver legroom by 2”  
for significantly improved comfort 

 3 Enhanced automated pre-trip  
walk-around test check makes  
drivers’ inspections easier 

 4 Industry’s highest driver seating position 
for excellent safety and visibility 

 5 Courtesy ”Yo” light controls on the 
multifunctional steering wheel to  
easily acknowledge passing vehicles

 6 Improved vents for consistent  
air flow and driver comfort

 7 IFS (Independent Front Suspension)  
for tight turns, smooth and stable ride

Driver Benefits

 1

 2
 4

 6

 3
 5
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Exterior Lighting Systems: Form meets function
• High-visibility, long life LED headlights (optionaL) with 5 yr Super-60 Warranty
• Low beam 25% brighter than current halogen
• High beam 10% brighter than current halogen
• Improved brighter white color temperature
• High-visibility, amber LED turn and daytime running lamp
• Coated polycarbonate lenses resist damage
• Easier serviceability from outside of coach
• Stainless steel brackets for corrosion resistance
• Sealed light pocket reduces wind/air intrusion into coach
• Over five years expected life on systems covered by MCI Super-60 warranty
 

Bumpers and Bodies: Durability and much more
• New front and rear bumpers are extra-durable
• Robust bumperettes are replaceable and more damage resistant
• More branding space available on rear engine door
• Bumper/structure design allows improved rear departure angles
• Tail lights are individually replaceable for easy serviceability
• No lens cover on ID, rear center high-mounted stop lamp for easy replacement
• Improved passenger visibility from rearmost seat

J4500 gains ACTIA Multiplex Electrical System: State-of-the-art smart 
• Global leader in vehicle electronics and diagnostic manufacturing
• More than half a billion modules in bus, truck, mining and military service
• Ruggedized military-spec modules for maximum reliability
• Proven with two-year test in tough MCI® D-Series coach applications
• Less complexity and more reliability:
  • Reduced, simplified wiring
  • Reduced connections using Deutsch waterproof connectors
  • Optical MUX switches
  • Fewer modules, reducing cost and diagnostic time with LCD screen
• All module diagnostics accessed from one location 
 on new touchscreen LCD
• Easy-interfacing driver dash layout
• Backlit switches and illuminated gauges
• Ergonomic left-side driver console
• Individually replaceable gauges

  7 Fully sealed electrical system with 
strain-relief protected connectors  
and easy-access doors

 8 Optional integrated side-view camera 
in side rearview mirrors for safety 

 9 Optional wood-grain trim for enhanced 
interior branding and aesthetics 

Passenger Benefits 

 
 

10 MCI’s patented spiral stepwell aids 
ingress and egress with even step rise

11 Continuous handrails on parcel rack  
are ergonomically designed for 
improved safety and aesthetics

12 Recessed seat track system offers 
infinite seating adjustability

Operator Benefits
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NEW Touchscreen LCD



Updated LED low-speed 
cornering light for 
improved visibility and 
passenger loading

NEW: Bendix ABD® 22X™ brakes 
provide automotive stopping feel, 
common rotors to reduce parts 
and provide great serviceability

With standard MDSS, 
full front/rear high 
and low ride  
is now standard

NEW: Optional LED 
headlights are long 
lasting, easier to 
service and brighter

LED lighting  
added in  
baggage bay

NEW: Raised 
and simplified 
lighting is low 
maintenance

NEW: ZF Independent 
Front Suspension 
contributes to tight turning 
and smoother ride

NEW: LED  
DRL/turn lights 
enhance visual 
impact and visibility

Unique Features,  
Reliable Benefits

Laminated safety 
glass with dual-
latch emergency 
release mechanism
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 1 The brushless motors on the HVAC 
evaporator and condenser motors 
significantly improve reliability and reduce 
maintenance with an expected 10-year life

 2 The American-made brushless 
alternator reduces maintenance

 3 Quieter operations and stronger fuel 
economy (tested at 8.6 MPG at 65 MPH  
through independent study.) 

 4 The redesigned A/C compressor  
belt roller has increased reliability  
and reduced noise and vibration

 5 Updated standard Amerex  
fire-suppression system provides  
a more reliable response

 1

 2

 3
 4
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NEW: Digital wheel end shutdown programming 
notifies the driver and initiates coach shutdown 
in the event of an overheat failure

NEW: Raised and 
simplified lighting  
is low maintenance

The rotary main battery 
disconnect has been 
simplified and is more 
reliable than ever

LED lighting  
added in  
baggage bay

Standard passive rear steering 
with Sachs shocks enhances 
MCI wide-ride performance 
with tight turning

The J4500 utilizes “MDSS” 
tag axle unload valves that 
significantly improve reliability 
and reduce air leaks

NEW: Rear cap 
and engine door 
surfacing enhances 
advertising space

NEW: Improved 
visibility from rear 
transom window

The optional LED 
rear docking light 
improves visibility

NEW: Improved rear 
departure angle

NEW: Bumper is 
sleeker and more 
impact-resistant
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 6 Robust lower structure in both front and 
rear, with energy-absorbing bumpers

  7 Spare-tire roller to improve ease  
of access and removal of the spare

 8 Improved three-row, e-coated  
radiator reduces weight while 
significantly improving durability  
and corrosion resistance

  7

 8

 6



MCI Model Specification Highlights J4500  
(Base)

J4500  
(MCI Spec) Updates

Safety and Security

Bendix® ESP (Electronic Stability Program) S YES

Wingman by Bendix: Adaptive cruise control with  braking and automatic impact alerts S YES

Integrated tire-pressure monitoring system with always-on sensors S YES Updated

Amerex fire-suppression system and engine compartment fire detection S YES

Digital Wheel End Sensing (DWES) to detect wheel end faults S YES New

FMVSS 210 load compliant seat track and mounting system with infinite adjustability S YES

Frameless single pane passenger windows with laminated safety glass and dual-latch emergency release mechanism S New

Frameless dual pane passenger windows with tempered / laminated safety glass and dual-latch emergency release mechanism O YES

Spare tire compartment roller S YES New

Side-view cameras integrated into mirror head O New

Powertrain and Economy

Cummins ISX 12, 425 hp engine w/engine brake S YES

Detroit Diesel™ DD13®, 410 hp engine w/engine brake O YES

Allison Gen V transmission with prognostics capability with fuel saving (RELS-Reduced Engine Load at Stop) S YES Updated

ZF AS Tronic semi-automatic transmission C

Fuel economy optimized rear axle ratios delivering up to 19% better fuel economy in certain configurations S YES Improved

Handling, Ride and Braking

ZF Independent Front Suspension system with labyrinthically sealed unitized wheel ends. (17,000 lb) S YES New & 
Improved

New and Improved! ZF axles (28,000 Lb) drive, independent suspension on tag (16,500 Lb) S YES New & 
Improved

New and Improved! Bendix® all-wheel ABD 22X™ disc brakes with pad wear indicators S YES New & 
Improved

Leather-wrapped tilt and telescoping steering wheel with integrated controls and  ZF variable ratio steering S YES

New and Improved! Wide-ride suspension system with Sachs Shocks S YES New & 
Improved

New and Improved! ZF rear steer provides amazingly tight 40’ 11” Turning diameter S YES New & 
Improved

Exterior

Semi-monocoque low-corrosion stainless steel body S YES

Fiberglass composite front and rear caps, exterior skin and  baggage doors with electric locks S YES

Improved double sealed, air-operated entrance door with integrated rub rail S YES Improved

New! Fog lamps with impact resistant polycarbonate lenses S YES New

Hub-piloted steel wheels, 22.5 x 9.0 S

Alcoa aluminum wheels now with more durable coating, 22.5 x 9.0 O YES

Firestone® tires 315/80 R22.5, L-rated S YES
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Legend J4500  
(Base)

J4500  
(MCI Spec) Updates

Passenger Interior, Appointments and Convenience

Amaya PG 56-passenger seating C

New! FMVSS 210 compliant Amaya A-2TEN seating featuring integrated three-point seatbelts and adjustable  
MCI design headrests for improved passenger views

C YES Updated

New! FMVSS 210 compliant Amaya Torino G-Plus seating featuring integrated three-point seatbelts and headrests C YES

Improved view from rear, driver side transom window with over 70% more view area S YES New

Chemical lavatory without wash basin S YES

Secondary lavatory holding tank O YES

MCI-exclusive spiral entrance stairway with ergonomic grab rails S YES

MCI-exclusive theatre-style tiered seating in first three rows provides exceptional passenger views,  
featuring integrated center aisle ramp for easy entry and exit

S YES

Improved standard LED aisle and floor interior lighting S YES

Blue LED night lights with soft start and fade-off interior lighting updated for new parcel racks O YES

LED round accent aisle lighting with brushed stainless surround and trim panel O

New! Industry leading capacity enclosed parcel racks featuring new design and improved passenger modules O YES

Customizable fabric, flooring and interior trim options S

Removable curb and roadside hostess table O YES

Braun wheelchair lift with newly configured sliding seats to allow even seat spacing O

Driver’s Cockpit, Instrumentation and Controls

ISRI 6832 3-point driver seat with seatbelt alarm and featuring 2” of increased legroom S YES New

Upgraded instrument and switch panels with improved ergonomics, gauge visibility, driver ventilation and in-dash diagnostics S YES New

Multi-function steering wheel featuring courtesy “Yo” light switch to acknowledge passing vehicles  S YES

Enhanced pre-trip walk-around test check for easier inspections  S YES New

Power windshield blinds O YES

Audio, Video and Electronics Systems

Audio with six 15” LCD wide-screen HD monitors S YES New

Enhanced audio with dual subwoofers, 15 x 2” tweeters and additional amplifier O New

Wireless microphone  O YES New

iPod & MP3 connection integrated in head unit O

Improved Wi-Fi system O

110v outlets throughout cabin or at every seat; with optional inverter at 1500w or 3600w depending on the number of outlets installed O YES

Media panel USB and VGA (computer) port in tour guide area O New

Saucon asset tracking system with geo-fencing and OBR (on-board recording) capability O

LCD diagnostic screen can be utilized from any of 3 diagnostic port locations for ease of use O YES New

12v power supply in parcel rack for easier Wi-Fi system installation S YES New

S = Standard in basic coach
O = Optional additon in basic coach
C = Choice of alternatives included in basic coach

YES = Included in trim level or option package
New = Featured or New Addition 
Improved = Featured or Improved Addition 
Updated = Featured or Updated Addition
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MCI Model Specification Highlights (Continued) J4500  
(Base)

J4500  
(MCI Spec) Updates

Coach Operation & Performance:  Recent improvements and enhancements
Next generation, military spec, fully multiplexed solid-state electrical system featuring sealed connectors S YES Updated

More durable front and rear bumpers with more robust replaceable outer bumperettes S YES New

New long-life, high-visibility LED forward lighting high/low beam and amber DRL (Daytime Running Lamp) O YES New

Brushless motors on HVAC evaporator and condenser for long life and low maintenance S YES New

Radiator and charge air cooler with state-of-the-art e-coated frame and high-strength aluminum alloy  
designed and tested for highly corrosive environments

S YES Improved

Stainless steel, corrosion resistant coolant and charge air cooler tubes S YES New

Corrosion resistant condenser with state-of-the-art e-coating S YES Updated

Electromagnetic 3-speed fan clutch S YES

Extreme duty tag axle unload valves for MDSS / Bendix air system S YES Improved

Rotary main battery disconnect switch S YES Improved

MCI® A/C compressor with improved tensioning system and idler S YES Improved

LED interior and exterior lighting upgrades S YES

Service door hinges with greaseable fittings S YES Improved

Over 20 significant  corrosion control enhancements including improved air tanks,  
more stainless steel bracketry and expanded HydroArmor coverage

S YES New

Improved docking and cornering light functionality to improve low-speed visibility and passenger entry /exit S YES Improved

Removable return air duct for easier servicing O YES New

Optional auxiliary heater — 45,000 BTU ProHeat or 120,000 BTU Spheros (Webasto) O YES New

Improved dual alternators S YES Improved

Ruggedized lavatory dump valve with easy to use lever handle S YES New

Flat composite baggage bay flooring for improved corrosion resistance and driver ease of use S YES Improved

Support, Services & Warranty
Industry-leading standard limited warranty 30 MONTHS 30 MONTHS

Expanded Super 60 warranty extension on select components S YES Improved

Extended OEM warranties on engine and transmission O YES

Application Specific Performance Groups
Audio, entertainment and connectivity group O

Extreme cold weather group O

Extreme hot weather group O

Tour company compliance group O

Trim and appointment upgrade group O

Driver convenience group O

General Weights and Measurement J4500 (Base) General Weights and Measurement J4500 (Base)
Overall Length (bumper to bumper) 45.58 ft - 13.80 m Rear Track (drive) 75.38 in - 1.91 m

Wheelbase 315.00 in - 8.00 m Rear Track (trailing) 84.84 in - 2.15 m
Front Overhang 78.25 in - 1.99 m Turning Diameter 40 ft 11 in - 12.4206 m
Rear Overhang 150.25 in - 3.82 m Gross Vehicle Weight 54,000 lb - 24,494 kg
Overall Width 102.00 in - 2.59 m Total Luggage Compartment Volume 573.00 cu ft - 16.22 cu m
Overall Height 140.75 in - 3.58 m Fuel Tank Capacity (usable) 183 gal
Interior Height 78.25 in - 2.14 m DEF Tank Capacity- Cummins / Detroit Diesel 15 gal / 10 gal
Front Track 84.84 in - 2.15 m Payload Capacity 16,400 lbs
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Reliable Parts & Service
More Parts, More Availability, More Reliability

OE Quality, From 
Parts to Finish
Investing in Reliability 
MCI continues to invest in additional parts to 

make sure you have the parts you need, when 

you need them, at a fair price, for virtually all MCI 

coach models. And it’s paying off. Our fulfillment 

rates are high, and our “Coach Critical Parts 

Program” guarantees that critical parts will be 

in-stock and shipped the same day if ordered 

before 4 p.m. EST. It’s our way of helping to get 

your coach back on the road, producing revenue 

for your business. See www.micioach.com/

parts for more details. MCI is stocking more 

parts than ever, most of them housed in our 

365,000-square-foot master distribution facility in 

Louisville, KY. Not coincidentally, it’s also where 

our highly trained team of customer service and 

technical support representatives take your calls. 

Or, you can order your parts online and enjoy a 

discount.

From oil changes to major repairs and 

refurbishments, MCI’s service centers are 

Reliability Driven™. Factory-trained technicians, 

using quality MCI parts, will get the job done 

right and have your coach back on the road 

quickly. MCI Service Centers are also stocked 

with parts for those times when you just can’t 

wait for parcel delivery.

From parts to finish,  
we are MCI Reliability Driven™.



Always There,  
Always Reliable
Across the company and across the country, we support our MCI motor coach owners. Everyone 

at MCI is part of your team – Sales Consultants who work to get the vehicle you want, Financial 

Managers who make the investment happen, Technical Solutions Managers who provide  

field training, Parts Solutions Managers who are experts at finding what you need, and 24/7 

Emergency Roadside Assistance.

We have more than 120 team members exclusively dedicated to providing customers with  

after-sales support – more than anyone else in the industry. Our support network is proof of  

our commitment to every MCI owner. On the road? MCI Emergency Roadside Assistance is  

there when you need it most, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Our database counts more  

than 5,000 service providers to keep your vehicle  

perfectly maintained and in operation.

Wherever you go, whatever you need,  
when you call, MCI is at your service.
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Map Key

Blackwood, New Jersey  
14 Harmon Drive  
Blackwood, NJ 08012  
800-262-1287

Dallas, Texas  
9787 Clifford Drive  
Dallas, TX 75220  
800-248-4942

Des Plaines, Illinois  
200 East Oakton Street 
Des Plaines, IL 60018  
800-428-7626

Los Alamitos, California  
10850 Portal Drive  
Los Alamitos, CA 90720  
800-777-4101

Montreal, Quebec  
1400 Barre Street  
Montreal, Quebec H3C 1N4  
800-663-3328

Winter Garden, Florida  
1155 Elboc Way 
Winter Garden, FL  34787   
800-390-0287 

MCI Sales and Service Centers★

Loudonville, Ohio  
520 North Spring Street 
Loudonville, OH 44842  
419-994-4141 • 877-754-4404

MCI Repair and Reconditioning Center★

Des Plaines, Illinois 
200 East Oakton Street 
Des Plaines, IL 60018 
866-MCICoach

MCI Corporate  Headquarters

Emergency Roadside Assistance  
(ERSA) approved support

MCI Manufacturing Facilities

MCI Service Parts

7001 Universal Coach Drive.  
Louisville, KY 40258
U.S. 800-323-1290 • Canada 800-665-0155
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24/7 Emergency Roadside  
Assistance: 800-241-2947
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Centered On Service  
MCI Service Centers 
Because MCI accounts for so many of the  

coaches on North American roads today, it’s  

not hard to find a professional to service your  

MCI vehicle when you’re out on the road. 

But for extraordinary service and unparalleled  

access to parts, it’s hard to beat MCI’s service  

centers. MCI Service Centers feature:

1 Convenient locations near major  
cities across the U.S. and Canada

2
Factory-trained technicians who  
are up to date on the latest service 
issues and techniques

3  Routine preventative maintenance

4 Complex troubleshooting aided  
by advanced diagnostic tools

5 DOT inspections

6 Major collision work and reconditioning

7 OEM wheelchair lifts and three-point  
passenger seatbelt retrofits
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MCI Super-60 Limited  
Warranty on the J4500 
Our extended warranty extends coverage  

on many components up to five years/500K 

miles, and expands coverage on several 

components and wear items that carry  

warranty terms shorter than the applicable  

base limited warranty.  

1 Extended to 5 years or 500,000 
miles (whichever comes first): 
Door Controls • Electrical Harness and 
Connectors • New Front and Rear Bumper 
System including Bumperettes • New LED 
Forward Lighting System including DRL, 
High or Low Beams

2 Extended to 4-1/2 years or 500,000 
miles (whichever comes first): 
Brushless Motors

3 Extended to 3 years or 300,000 
miles (whichever comes first): 
Wheel Seals, Pre-set (hub, wheel seal  
& bearings) • Wheel Seals, Unitized (hub, 
wheel seal & bearings) • Pinion Seals • 
KONI and FSD Shocks

4  Extended to 2 years or 100,000 
miles (whichever comes first): 
Sway Bar Links • V-Link Bushings •  
Radius Rod Bushings

Backing Reliability
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